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A Leading Cloud Computing Company 
that Sells Hyper Converged Infrastructure 
Software Enhanced Lead Generation with 
High Quality Opted-in MQLs

Our client is a cloud computing company that sells hyper-converged 

infrastructure (HCI) software, cloud services (such as Desktops as a 

service, Disaster Recovery as a service, and cloud monitoring), and 

software-defined storage. They provide an enterprise cloud platform 

which combines storage, computing, and virtualization for clients. They 

are considered to be leaders in hyper-converged infrastructure.
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The Situation

Surging challenges due to bulk leads lists

The major challenge our client faced was that they relied on other vendors would provide leads in 

bulk lists which were unverified and often incorrect. Absence of any exclusive contract led to a surge 

in lead data quality issues.

Incorrect contact data puts a strain on the outreach efforts

Most of the lead data provided to our client belonged to contacts who often filled incorrect 

information while accessing the content like a wrong job title, thus, putting immense pressure on 

cold calling efforts.

A prolonged lead generation cycle that affected the sales funnel

The client’s Sales Development Representatives (SDRs) often had to reach out to contacts who did 

not match their Ideal Customer Profile (ICP). The SDRs were spending almost 72 hours of 

productive time in qualifying bad lead data, and despite all these efforts, poor quality leads still 

made their way in their calling campaigns.

Rising need for a single vendor strategy

The client’s marketing team wanted to run targeted displacement campaigns and required a single 

vendor who could provide them with both contact data and content syndication with improved 

conversions. The customer required opted-in leads for the EMEA region and a few other countries 

to improve their prospecting.

The customer was spending almost 
72 hours a week qualifying bad lead 
data. And despite all these efforts, 
poor quality leads were still being 
passed on to SDRs.

Their marketing team wanted to run 
targeted displacement campaigns 
and required a single vendor who 
could provide them with both contact 
data and targeted content 
syndication.



With our proprietary solutions backed by technographic intelligence and SMARTe Consent content 

syndication solution, we were able to:

The Solution
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Gain categorized intelligence around their partner's product line users and generate a list of 14000 high-value 
contacts

Create contextual messaging for the targeted audience which involved creation and curation of all content 
across landing pages and EDMs

Push the marketing asset (E-Book) to the client’s Ideal Customer Profile (ICP) and managed every facet of the 
campaign like content writing, content placement, verification and validation

Achieve an impressive open rate of 17% using hyper-persona segmentation that matched the client’s ideal 
ICP by extracting the most relevant data from our 120+ million contacts

Perform A/B testing to understand which version of the content/webpage performed better for the desired 
conversion goals

Continuous monitoring and improvement of the program with regular reports about which content items are 
performing best and converting to MQLs or opportunities

SMARTe helped us reach the right people with the right content and messaging, thereby boosting brand awareness. Our 
SDRs saved hours each week by having a highly targeted set of leads ready to use.

-   Sr. Director, Americas Marketing 

Shortlisted 14000 targeted 
high-value contacts

Content writing, content placement, 
verification and validation
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targeted audience
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Reporting
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The Result

960+
High Quality Leads Delivered

www.smarteinc.com

17%
Average Open-rate per Campaign

190+
Leads Delivered / Week

6%
Average Click-rate per Campaign


